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Abstract—With the fast proliferation of cloud computing, major cloud service providers, e.g., Amazon, Google, Facebook, etc., have

been deploying more and more geographically distributed data centers to provide customers with better reliability and quality of

services. A basic demand in such a geo-distributed data center system is to transfer bulk volumes of data from one data center to

another. Geographic distribution and large delay-tolerance of such inter-data-center bulk data transfers provide cloud service providers

opportunities to optimize the operating cost. Most existing studies on inter-data-center bulk data transfers focus on minimizing the

network bandwidth cost. However, the energy-cost of the bulk data transfers, which also accounts for a large proportion of operating

cost in the data centers, still remains unexplored. This is an important problem, especially in the multi-electricity-market environment,

where the electricity price exhibits both spatial and temporal diversities. In this paper, we systematically study the problem of how to

route and schedule inter-data-center bulk data transfers to minimize the energy-cost for geo-distributed data centers. We model this

problem as a min-cost multi-commodity flow problem and develop an efficient two-stage optimization method to solve it. Extensive

evaluations with real-life inter-data-center network and electricity prices show that our method brings significant energy-cost savings

over existing bulk data transfer methods.

Index Terms—Data center, bulk data transfer, energy-cost, geographical load balance
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE fast development of cloud computing promotes the
rapid growth of data centers [1]. To support the expand-

ing scale of cloud applications, major cloud service pro-
viders (CSPs), such as Amazon, Google, Facebook, etc.,
have been deploying tens or even hundreds of geographi-
cally distributed (geo-distributed) data centers to provide
better reliability and quality of services (QoS). A basic
demand in such a geo-distributed data center system is to
transfer bulk volumes of data from one data center to
another, e.g., periodic data backup, software distribution,
virtual machines cloning, etc. [2], [3], [4]. The traffic for such
usages is referred to as inter-DC Bulk Data Transfer (BDT)
in this paper. The inter-DC BDT is usually of high data vol-
ume and delay-tolerant, i.e., CSPs have a span from a few
hours to days to finish each transfer. To get a sense of data
volumes involved, consider current survey [5] which shows

that more 77 percent of data center operators run their regu-
lar backup and replication services among three or more
data centers, and more than half of CSPs predict that inter-
DC BDTs will double or triple over the next couple of years.

Geographic distribution and large delay-tolerance of
inter-DC BDTs provide CSPs opportunities to reduce the
operating cost. Spatially, data centers at different locations
have different operating characteristics, e.g., network band-
width and unit electricity prices [6]. So CSPs can reduce the
operating cost by assigning different routes for different
inter-DC BDTs. Temporally, an inter-DC BDT can start at
any time after its arrival, as long as it can be completed
before the deadline. Thus CSPs can make flexible schedul-
ing for inter-DC BDTs to reduce the operating cost.

Quite some work has been carried out to leverage the
spatial and temporal flexibility to optimize the operating
cost for inter-DC BDTs, e.g., [2], [3], [4], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11]. These work however, only focuses on optimizing the
bandwidth cost, and the energy-cost when performing these
inter-DC BDTs has been neglected. The energy-cost takes up
as much as the bandwidth cost in a data center, which
accounts for around 15 percent [12]. The inter-DC BDT takes
up to 45 percent of the total data transfers[7], which has
been accounting for 20 percent or more (more than 20 billion
US dollars per year) of the energy consumed by the data
center [13], [14], [15]. So the inter-DC BDT represents a large
portion of energy-cost, and a systematic study on minimiz-
ing the energy-cost for inter-DC BDTs has become an
important demand for major cloud service providers.

Though dynamic speed scaling [16], energy efficient rout-
ing protocols [17], energy-aware data transfer algorithms
[18], and Geographical Load Balancing (GLB) techniques
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[19], [20], [21], [22] have been developed to reduce the
energy-cost of geo-distributed data centers, none of them
focuses on minimizing the energy-cost of inter-DC BDTs in
the whole inter-DC network. Therefore, we study the novel
problem of minimizing the energy-cost of inter-DC BDTs for
the geo-distributed data centers in this paper. This problem
is equally important and non-trivial because we need to fully
explore the spatial and temporal flexibility brought by 1) the
operating characteristics (e.g., link capacity) of geographi-
cally distributed data centers, 2) the large delay-tolerance of
inter-DC BDTs and 3) the time-varying and regional electric-
ity price in themulti-electricity-market environment.

The main contribution of this paper is three fold:

� We study the novel problem of minimizing the
energy-cost of inter-DC BDTs for geo-distributed data
centers under the multi-electricity-market environ-
ment. We formulate this optimization problem (MIN-
EC-BDT) in amin-costmulti-commodity flowmodel.

� We develop a two-stage method to quickly solve the
optimal solution to the MIN-EC-BDT. For each BDT,
our method searches for the optimal demand division
along available time slots in the first stage. It then
computes the optimal route and schedule for each
portion in the optimal demand division respectively.

� Extensive evaluations with real-life inter-DC net-
work and electricity prices show that our two-stage
optimization method can bring significant energy-
cost savings over existing inter-DC BDT methods.
The results also demonstrate high computation effi-
ciency of our method in saving energy-cost of inter-
DC BDTs for geo-distributed data centers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss
the related work on inter-DC BDTs in Section 2. We present
our system model and formulate the energy-cost minimiza-
tion problem of inter-DC BDTs for geo-distributed data cen-
ters in Section 3. We propose our two-stage optimization
method for inter-DC BDTs in Section 4 and evaluate its per-
formance on a real-life inter-DC network with real-life elec-
tricity prices in Section 5. We make concluding remarks
about our work in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

With the development of geo-distributed data centers, the
scheduling and routing of inter-DC BDTs have drawn
increasing interests from both academia and industry. To
optimize data transfers of inter-DC BDTs, Chen et al. [7] con-
duct the first measurement study on inter-DC traffic charac-
teristics using datasets collected from five major Yahoo! data
centers. Leveraging the large delay-tolerance of BDTs and
diversity of geo-distributed data centers, researchers have
studied the optimal flow assignment for inter-DC BDTs to
minimize the bandwidth cost of data centers.

Laoutaris et al. [23] propose transmitting delay-tolerant
bulk data for emerging scientific and industrial applications
by conservatively utilizing already-paid-for off-peak band-
width resulting from diurnal data traffic and percentile pric-
ing. They also present the design, implementation, and
validation of NetStitcher [3], a system for stitching together
unutilized bandwidth across different data centers. Wang
et al. [11] formulate the inter-DC BDTs problem into a linear

programming model and then iteratively compute the opti-
mal multi-path routing and bandwidth allocation under
max-min fairness. Nandagopal et al. [8] propose GRESE. It is
an algorithm that leverages the flexibility of large deadlines
of inter-DC BDTs to reduce the billable bandwidth usage.
Feng et al. [4] present Jetway, a set of algorithms designed to
minimize CSP’ bandwidth cost on inter-DC video traffic,
which hasmore stringent delays than inter-DC BDTs.

Studies above demonstrate the necessity and importance
on understanding characteristics of inter-DC BDTs. How-
ever, they mainly focus on optimizing the bandwidth cost.
None of them tries to minimize the energy-cost for inter-DC
BDTs, which also takes up a large portion of the operating
cost in a data center. Therefore, a systematic study on mini-
mizing the energy-cost of inter-DC BDTs for geo-distributed
data centers is an urgent task.

A survey of techniques and architectures for designing
energy-efficient data centers is introduced in [24], [25].
There is quite some work on energy-efficiency techniques in
data centers, such as the dynamic voltage/frequency scaling,
energy efficient routing protocols, resource consolidation
(virtualization and workload consolidation), and renewable
energy resources. Dynamic speed scaling [26] and energy
efficient routing methods [17] are developed to save the
power for data center devices. Shuja et al. [27] propose a data
center-wide energy-efficient resource scheduling framework
by scheduling the resources according to current workloads
of the data center. Lin et al. [28] use resource consolidation,
which can dynamically control the number of activated serv-
ers, to save the power in the data center. Shuja et al. [29] and
Kong et al. [30] summary studies that focus on using renew-
able energy andwaste heat utilization techniques to improve
energy-efficiency for sustainable and green cloud data cen-
ters. However, these methods are generally proposed to
reduce the energy consumption of a single data center, with-
out considering how to cut the energy-cost for geo-distrib-
uted data centers, especially in themulti-electricity-market.

To reduce the energy-cost for geo-distributed data cen-
ters, a new scheduling technique called Geographical Load
Balancing (GLB) [19], [20], [21], [22] has been developed
in recent years. Qureshi et al. [19] are the first to propose the
idea of GLB (exploiting geographical and temporal differen-
ces in electricity prices). Rao et al. [20] first study the
GLB problem as a constrained mixed-integer programming
problem. Yao et al. [21] propose a two time scale control
algorithm for GLB to achieve energy-cost reductions for the
delay-tolerant workloads. Our previous work [22] proposes
a joint job scheduling policy and an ADMM-based algo-
rithm to solve the heterogeneity problem of underlying plat-
form and workload demands for GLB. The purposes of [19],
[20], [21], [22] are most similar to ours. However, these
works mainly focus on the optimal solution for job requests
by distributing them to different data centers. It’s a load bal-
ancing like technique. This paper aims to minimize the
energy-cost for inter-DC BDTs, which is a kind of backend
traffic between geo-distributed data centers. Moreover,
scheduling for jobs just needs to distribute requests among
data centers (finding out a single data center to deal with
the request), while scheduling for inter-DC BDTs needs
to find out one or more paths (may through multiple inter-
mediate data centers) to transfer data from the source data
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center to the destination data center. It’s more complicated
to schedule inter-DC BDTs than job requests, since inter-DC
BDTs have more spatial and temporal flexibility to be uti-
lized. So the target workload type and optimization objec-
tive are different between our method and existing GLB
methods.

The inter-DC BDT is also considered troublesome in
recent work on distributed data analytics [31], [32]. Mohan
et al. [31] present a new system GUPT, which makes
privacy-preserving easy for distributed data analysis.
Vulimiri et al. [32] propose a solution to optimize
the bandwidth cost for wide area analytics over geo-
distributed data structured as SQL tables. The optimal
scheduling and routing of inter-DC BDTs can be used to
guide optimizing query execution plans for distributed
data analysis over geo-distributed data centers. However,
different from [31], [32], we mainly focus on optimizing
data transfers for inter-DC BDTs, instead of optimizing
SQL analytics or preserving privacy for geo-distributed
data. The target workload type and proposed models and
algorithms of this paper are also different from previous
works. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
explicitly address the energy-cost minimization problem
of inter-DC BDTs for geo-distributed data centers in the
multi-electricity-market environment.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first present the modeling of inter-DC
bulk data transfers, followed by its energy-cost modeling.
Then we formulate the energy-cost minimization problem
of inter-DC BDTs as a linear programming problem.

3.1 Inter-DC Bulk Data Transfer

We model an inter-DC network as a directed graph
G ¼ ðV;EÞ. As Fig. 1 shows, each node i 2 V represents
a data center and each link ði; jÞ 2 E represents the data
transfer link from i to j. The whole network operates as
a discrete-time system, in which time is divided into a
sequence of slots with the same length, denoted by
t 2 1; 2; 3; . . .. We use cijðtÞ to denote the rate capacity of
link ði; jÞ 2 E at time slot t. We define fijðtÞ as the actual
data flow rate on link ði; jÞ during time slot t. We use KðtÞ
to represent the set of BDT requests in the network at the
beginning of time slot t. Each bulk data transfer request
k 2 KðtÞ is then defined by a four-tuple ðsk; dk; demk; tkÞ,
where sk and dk denote the source and destination data
center respectively, demk denotes the volume of bulk data,
and tk denotes the deadline by which all demk data needs
to be transferred from sk to dk.

During the transfer process, the data of each BDT request
k can be split into multiple parts and transferred to the des-
tination at different time slots. Compared to the length of
one time slot, the data transmission time of each link is neg-
ligible. Therefore for any request k, if a part of its data leaves
the source at a certain time slot, it will be delivered to the
destination along one or multiple paths within the same
time slot. For example, the BDT1 in Fig. 1 can be transferred
from DC1 to DC5 along the paths of DC1-DC2-DC5 and
DC1-DC3-DC4-DC5. We use rkðtÞ to denote the data flow of
request k that is transferred from sk to dk during time slot t.
We use fkijðtÞ to denote the data flow of BDT request k on
link ði; jÞ at time slot t, and can have

P
k2K f

k
ijðtÞ ¼ fijðtÞ.

3.2 Energy-Cost Modeling for Inter-DC BDTs

Given an inter-DC BDT request, the energy-cost to finish it
varies depending on how andwhen the data is transferred to
the destination. The geo-distributed data centers are typically
inter-connected with high-capacity links leased from the
Internet Service Providers (ISPs). So in terms of energy-cost,
CSPs mainly focus on the end systems (source, intermediate,
and destination data centers), not the network infrastructure.
Thus in this paper, we focus on minimizing the energy-cost
of data centers when they performing the inter-DC BDTs.
Specifically, we model the total energy-cost of geo-distrib-
uted data centers by accumulating the energy-cost of each
data center, not by each BDT request. Though the energy-cost
of a data center is affected by many factors, e.g., traffic load,
temperature, QoS policies and floor space, we model it from
the data traffic point of view in this paper. Given a data center
i, its BDT traffic flow at time slot t is categorized into incom-
ing data flow and outgoing data flow, denoted as fin

i ðtÞ and
fouti ðtÞ, respectively. Using our definition of traffic flow in
Section 3.1, the incoming data flow and outgoing data flow
can be further expressed as in Eqs. (1) and (2)

fini ðtÞ ¼
X
k2K

X
j2V

fkjiðtÞ; (1)

fouti ðtÞ ¼
X
k2K

X
j2V

fkijðtÞ: (2)

We then use eiðtÞ to denote the energy consumption of data
center i during time slot t. It is expressed as the sum of
energy consumption incurred by the incoming and outgo-
ing bulk data flow at data center i, as shown in

eiðtÞ ¼ eini ðfini ðtÞÞ þ eouti ðfout
i ðtÞÞ; (3)

where eini ð�Þ and eouti ð�Þ are energy consumption functions
for receiving and sending inter-DC BDT flow of value � at
data center i, respectively. We assume both eini ð�Þ and

eouti ð�Þ are proportional to �, i.e., eini ðfin
i ðtÞÞ ¼ eini f

in
i ðtÞ and

eouti ðfout
i ðtÞÞ ¼ eouti fout

i ðtÞ. Here eini and eouti represent the
energy consumption per incoming and outgoing BDT flow
at data center i, respectively. Although the workload pro-
portional energy consumption is relatively hard to achieve
on a standalone server because of hardware constraints, it is
possible to achieve energy proportionality on a data center
as we can control the number of active and inactive nodes
[33]. Fine-grain resource management and server consolida-
tion using virtual machines or container systems further

Fig. 1. Inter-DC network and two inter-DC BDTs.
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allow for energy proportionality in data centers [34]. So it’s
a reasonable simplifying assumption for workload propor-
tional energy consumption of data centers.

The study of more precise definition of functions eini ð�Þ
and eouti ð�Þ is out of this paper’s scope and will be explored
as our future work.

We then use aiðtÞ to denote the electricity price that data
center i needs to pay for data transfer flow in time slot t.
With the energy consumption function and electricity
price defined, we are able to express the monetary energy-
cost incurred by inter-DC BDT flows at data center i at
time slot t as

’iðtÞ ¼ eiðtÞaiðtÞ: (4)

3.3 Problem Formulation

In this paper, we aim to find the optimal routing and sched-
uling for inter-DC BDTs to minimize the energy-cost of geo-
distributed data centers in the multi-electricity-market with
time-varying and regional electricity prices. Towards this
objective, we model this problem as a min-cost multi-com-
modity flow problem in a dynamic network.

Given an inter-DC network G ¼ ðV;EÞ operated in finite
equal-time slots, i.e., t 2 T ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Tg, a time-varying
capacity cijðtÞ, is assigned to each link ði; jÞ. A time-varying
electricity price aiðtÞ is assigned to each node i. At the begin-
ning of time slot t0, a set of inter-DC BDT requests Kðt0Þ is
received and scheduled. Without loss of generality, we
assume all the inter-DC BDT requests in Kðt0Þ have the
same deadline, i.e., tk ¼ T , for any request k 2 Kðt0Þ.

Our decision variables are fkijðtÞ, the actual data flow of

each BDT request k along each link ði; jÞ at every time slot t,
and rkðtÞ, the data volume of each BDT request k transferred
from sk to dk at every time slot t. Given this dynamic inter-
DC network and all the decision variables, our objective is
to route and schedule all the BDT requests Kðt0Þ to be fin-
ished before the end of time slot T such that the energy-cost
of all the geo-distributed data centers to accomplish these
BDT requests is minimized.

Combining all the variables, constraints and the objective
function, we formally define the following minimizing
energy-cost of bulk data transfers (MIN-EC-BDT) problem

MIN-EC-BDT:

min
fk
ij
ðtÞ;rkðtÞ

X
t2T

X
i2V

’iðtÞ; (5)

s.t.

’iðtÞ ¼ eini
X

k2Kðt0Þ

X
j2V

fkjiðtÞ þ eouti

X
k2Kðt0Þ

X
j2V

fk
ijðtÞ

0
@

1
AaiðtÞ; (6)

X
k2Kðt0Þ

fk
ijðtÞ � cijðtÞ; 8t 2 T; 8ði; jÞ 2 E; (7)

X
j2V

fk
ijðtÞ �

X
j2V

fk
jiðtÞ ¼

rkðtÞ if i ¼ sk

0 if i 2 V =fsk; dkg
�rkðtÞ if i ¼ dk

8><
>:

8k 2 Kðt0Þ;8t 2 T;

(8)

X
t2T

rkðtÞ ¼ demk; 8k 2 Kðt0Þ; (9)

rkðtÞ � 0; 8k 2 Kðt0Þ; 8t 2 T; (10)

fk
ijðtÞ � 0; 8ði; jÞ 2 E; 8k 2 Kðt0Þ; 8t 2 T: (11)

Constraint (6) represents the energy-cost of data center i at
time slot t, which is derived fromEqs. (1), (2), (3), and (4). Con-
straint (7) is the link capacity constraint, whichmeans the total
flow along a link cannot exceed its capacity at any time slot.
Constraint (8) represents the flow conservation constraint. It
ensures that for any request k, the partial data rkðtÞ leaves the
source sk at time slot twill be delivered to dk within the same
time slot. For each inter-DC BDT request, constraint (9)
ensures that it is fulfilled by the end of time slot T . Constraints
(10) and (11) are non-negative constraints of partial data trans-
fer per request and actual data flowper link, respectively.

3.4 Model Discussions

We now discuss the assumptions made in above models
and some practical considerations.

Above, we assume the system operates in slotted time,
which has been widely used as a reasonable solution to con-
vert the complex continuous time model into discrete opti-
mal decision process. The bulk data flows across inter-DC
links can be split and transmitted along multiple multi-hop
paths, each of which can be optimally computed over time.
It is a common assumption and made by [3], [4], [9], [11].

The time-varying regional electricity prices are assumed
to be known in advance when making the scheduling deci-
sion at each time interval. Such an assumption is commonly
made in the literature [35], [36]. Some statistical machine
learning techniques [37], [38] can be used to achieve such
kind of predictions. Furthermore, due to huge electricity
demands, the data center acquires electricity from girds
using long term contracts in day ahead market, since the
long term contracts cost lower than the real time market
price of electricity [39]. Such day-ahead hourly or 15-minute
price information can be also used to as or guide the elec-
tricity price prediction.

We study the power of a data center only from a data
traffic load point of view, without considering other factors,
e.g., temperature. Because the traffic load is the most impor-
tant (and we can control) operating characteristic that
affects the power of inter-DC BDTs. Though we focus on
inter-DC BDT power modelling from the data traffic load
point of view, important to note that such consideration has
no impact on the essence of the proposed algorithm.

Finally, in this work, for highlighting the key points of
our method, we just consider the energy-cost when making
the optimal routing and scheduling decisions for inter-DC
BDTs. However, our model and algorithms can be easily
extended to accommodate other kinds of operating cost. It
shows that our method can be also applied to achieve other
kind of optimizations for inter-DC BDTs.

4 SOLUTION ALGORITHM DESIGN

The MIN-EC-BDT is an typical optimization and scheduling
problem for dynamic network flow. In this section, we first
describe and analyze the time-expansion based approach
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for solving the MIN-EC-BDT problem. Then a two-stage
optimization method for this problem is proposed.

4.1 Time-Expansion Based Approach

One of the most straightforward methods to solve flow
problems on a dynamic network is to reduce them to similar
problems on a static time-expanded network [40], [41]. By
introducing a virtual copy of all nodes at each time interval,
it can translate this dynamic problem into an equivalent
static problem in a time-expanded graph.

Given a dynamic inter-DC networkG ¼ ðV;EÞwith negli-
gible link transmission time, the time-expanded network
GT ¼ ðV T ; ET Þ for inter-DC BDTs can be constructed as fol-
lows: First, T copies of N are created, each of which corre-
sponds to an instance of G at time slot t. Then, for each
request k 2 Kðt0Þ, a super source node s

0
k and a super desti-

nation node d
0
k are added. These super source and super des-

tination nodes connect to corresponding source and
destination nodes at each copy of the original (also called
underlying) network respectively. The capacity of the uth
copy of link e 2 E corresponds to time-varying link capacity
at time slot u ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; T . The capacity of the new added
links that connect with the super nodes is unlimited, and the
electricity price of each super node is assumed to be zero.

Fig. 2 shows the time-expanded network for a dynamic
network, which consists of six vertexes and eight edges and
needs to transmit two BDTs: ðs1; d1; dem1; t1Þ and ðs2; d2;
dem2; t2Þ, where t1 ¼ t2 ¼ T . With the time-expanded net-
work, the MIN-EC-BDT can be tackled by solving a typical
min-cost multi-commodity flow problem on the static
network.

The time-expansion based approach simplifies the consid-
ered flow problem and makes available algorithmic toolbox
developed for static flows. However, the size of a time-
expanded network is typically very large for realistic prob-
lems. For example, assuming an inter-DC network with 100
nodes and the length of a time slot is 5 minutes, a typical
deadline T ¼ 24 hours involves a matrix with around
8:3 � 108 elements. As we will show in Section 5.3.2, the per-
formance of the time-expansion based approach is unaccept-
able, especially when the deadline T is large.

4.2 Two-Stage Optimization Approach

From the formulation of the MIN-EC-BDT (Eqs. (5), (6), (7),
(8), (9), (10), and (11)), we observe that if the partial data
demand rkðtÞ of each request k at each time slot t is deter-
mined, the MIN-EC-BDT can be decomposed to T indepen-
dent min-cost multi-commodity flow problems, which can
be efficiently solved on the underlying network in a parallel
fashion. It is even more intuitive to see this observation in
the time-expanded network in Fig. 2: if all the flows on the
links connecting super and original nodes are determined,
the time-expanded network can be reduced to T indepen-
dent copies of the underlying network.

Inspired by the observation above, we consider an effi-
cient two-stage approach to solve the MIN-EC-BDT on the
underlying network. Instead of solving the problem by
choosing rkðtÞ and fk

ijðtÞ simultaneously, we choose them
sequentially. In the first stage, we solve the optimal demand
division r ¼ frkðtÞg. Then, in the second stage, we compute

the optimal flow fk
ijðtÞ by solving the network flow problem

(BDT-Opt-Underlying, described later) on the underlying
network with given optimal demand division.

Before stepping into details of the proposed approach,
we first illustrate how to derive an upper bound for the
flow of each BDT request at each time slot t. To be specific,
we need to find the maximum demand satisfaction rate z
for each BDT request, such that up to z rate of their
demands can be assigned on links at that time slot t. To fully
utilize the network resources, we use the optimal max-min
fair multi-transfer (OPT-MMF-MT) algorithm to strike the
balance between fairness and network utilization, instead of
using a common demand satisfaction rate z for all the BDTs.
The Max-Min Fair Linear Programming (MMF-LP) model is
defined as follows:

MMF-LP:

max
fk
ij
ðtÞ

z; (12)

s.t.

X
k2Kðt0Þ

fk
ijðtÞ � CijðtÞ; 8ði; jÞ 2 E; (13)

X
j2V

fkijðtÞ �
X
j2V

fkjiðtÞ ¼
z � demk if i ¼ sk

0 if i 2 V =fsk; dkg
�z � demk if i ¼ dk

8><
>:
8k 2 Kunsatðt0Þ;

(14)

X
j2V

fkijðtÞ �
X
j2V

fkjiðtÞ ¼
zksat � demk if i ¼ sk

0 if i 2 V =fsk; dkg
�zksat � demk if i ¼ dk

8><
>:
8k 2 Ksatðt0Þ;

(15)

fkijðtÞ � 0; z � 0; 8ði; jÞ 2 E; 8k 2 Kðt0Þ: (16)

The objective of MMF-LP is to maximize the demand sat-
isfaction rate z for unsaturated BDT requests (k 2 Kunsatðt0Þ)
and keep the satisfaction rate constant when the requests
are saturated (k 2 Ksatðt0Þ). The pseudo code of the OPT-
MMF-MT algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The basic

Fig. 2. Transformation between original network and time-expanded
network.
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idea of this algorithm is to iteratively maximize the satisfac-
tion rate z until all the requests are saturated. In each itera-
tion, it first solves MMF-LP, then finds and removes the
saturated requests from subsequent processes by fixing
their rate values. The algorithm finally outputs the flow
fk
ijðtÞ and demand satisfaction rate zkðtÞ for each request k at
every time slot t.

The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is as follows: there
two loops in Algorithm 1. For the while loop, at the worst
case, line 4 is executed jkðt0Þj times and thus solves MMF-
LP jkðt0Þj times. For the for loop, at the worst case, line 7 to
line 16 are executed and thus jkðt0Þj2 times and thus solve
MMF-LP jkðt0Þj2 times. In sum, MMF-LP is solved
jkðt0Þj2 þ jkðt0Þjtimes. Hence, using big O notation, the com-
plexity is that Algorithm 1 solves MMF-LP Oðjkðt0Þj2Þ times.

Algorithm 1. OPT-MMF-MT Alg. for Max Desired
Flow [11]

Input: Kðt0Þ, G ¼ ðV;EÞ.
/* Kðt0Þ: BDT request set;

G: dynamic inter-DC network at time slot t; */
Output: fkijðtÞ, zkðtÞ.

/* fk
ijðtÞ: Maximum flow on network N at time sot t;

zkðtÞ: Maximum satisfaction rate for request k at t; */
1. Ksatðt0Þ  null;
2. Kunsatðt0Þ  Kðt0Þ;

/* initialization*/
3. while Kunsatðt0Þ 6¼ null do
4. solve MMF-LP using G, Ksatðt0Þ, Kunsatðt0Þ;
5. output zðtÞ, fk

ijðtÞ, 8k 2 Kðt0Þ; 8ði; jÞ 2 E;
6. for ki 2 Kunsatðt0Þ do
7. if ki has no flow on the residual network ofN then
8. solve MMF-LP using Kunsatðt0Þ  kif g, 8k 2 Kðt0Þn

kif g : zksat  zðtÞ, Ksatðt0Þ  Ksatðt0Þ [ Kunsatðt0Þn kif g;
9. output ztempðtÞ, fk

ijðtÞ, 8k 2 Kðt0Þ; 8ði; jÞ 2 E;

10. if ztempðtÞ ¼ zðtÞ then
11. Ksatðt0Þ  Ksatðt0Þ [ kif g;
12. Kunsatðt0Þ  Kunsatðt0Þn kif g;
13. z

ki
satðtÞ ¼ zðtÞ;

14. zkiðtÞ ¼ z
ki
satðtÞ;

15. end if
16. end if
17. end for
18. end while

Note that the MMF-LP model and the OPT-MMF-MT
algorithm focus on an independent time slot t. So they
can be implemented in a parallel fashion to find out these
upper bounds simultaneously. After deriving all the
upper bounds of rkðtÞ, we need to search for the optimal
value for each rkðtÞ. The optimal demand-division prob-
lem is defined as follows:

Demand-Division:

min
rkðtÞ

Cr; (17)

s.t.
X
t2T

rkðtÞ � demk; 8k 2 Kðt0Þ; (18)

0 � rkðtÞ � zkðtÞ � demk; 8k 2 Kðt0Þ; 8t 2 T: (19)

This problem aims to compute an optimal demand divi-
sion r, such that the total energy-cost is minimized. Con-
straint (18) ensures that the data amount of each BDT
request should be transferred from the source to the desti-
nation before the deadline. Constraint (19) illustrates the
value range of each rkðtÞ. Note that the objective function
Cr is complicated. Its value is defined as the objective value
of the following energy-cost optimization scheduling prob-
lem (BDT-Opt-Underlying) with given demand division r.

BDT-Opt-Underlying:

Cr ¼ min
fk
ij
ðtÞ

X
t2T

X
i2V

’iðtÞ; (20)

s.t.

’iðtÞ ¼ eini
X

k2Kðt0Þ

X
j2V

fkjiðtÞ þ eouti

X
k2Kðt0Þ

X
j2V

fkijðtÞ
0
@

1
AaiðtÞ; (21)

X
k2Kðt0Þ

fkijðtÞ � cijðtÞ; 8ði; jÞ 2 E;8t 2 T; (22)

X
j2V

fk
ijðtÞ �

X
j2V

fk
jiðtÞ ¼

rkðtÞ if i ¼ sk

0 if i 2 V =fsk; dkg
�rkðtÞ if i ¼ dk

8><
>:

8k 2 Kðt0Þ; 8t 2 T;

(23)

fk
ijðtÞ � 0; 8ði; jÞ 2 E; 8k 2 Kðt0Þ; 8t 2 T: (24)

Though the BDT-Opt-Underlying aims to solve a
dynamic flow fkijðtÞ, it can be decomposed into an indepen-
dent min-cost multi-commodity flow subproblem for each
time slot t with given partial demand rkðtÞ. By solving these
subproblems separately, the optimal value of Cr can be
derived. The dynamic flow fkijðtÞ that produces the optimal
value ofCr is the optimal solution of the MIN-EC-BDT.

Our complete two-stage approach for solving the MIN-
EC-BDT problem is shown in Algorithm 2. It takes the BDT
request set Kðt0Þ, dynamic inter-DC network G, time-vary-
ing electricity prices aiðtÞ, and the makespan of time slot T
as input, and finally outputs the optimal dynamic flow
fkijðtÞ and the minimum cost Cmin. This algorithm starts
with computing the maximum satisfaction rate zkðtÞ for
each request k at every available time slot t by solving Algo-
rithm 1 (Lines 3-6). Then it iteratively looks for a feasible
demand division such that the energy-cost (solved by the
BDT-Opt-Underlying) for that division is minimized (Lines
7-15). The minimized energy-cost is the final output variable
Cmin, and the derived optimal flow is the final optimal solu-
tion fk

ijðtÞ. Compared to time-expansion based approach,
our method is not only faster from computational point of
view, but also avoids explicit space and time expansions.
The parallel implementation further reduces the solving
time as we will demonstrate in Section 5.3.

The time complexity analysis of Algorithm 2 is as fol-
lows: Algorithm 2 calls Algorithm 1 in the for loop and exe-
cutes Algorithm 1 jT j times. And thus, line 3 to line 6 solve

MMF-LP OðjT jjkðt0Þj2Þ times. Line 7 to line 13 solve BDT-

Opt-Underlying jT jjkðt0Þj times at most. Further, both
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MMF-LP and BDT-Opt-Underlying have jEj variables and
both are linear programming problems. Hence, the overall
complexity of Algorithm 2 is OðjT jjkðt0Þj2ÞT ðLP Þ, where
T ðLP Þ is the complexity for solving linear programing
problems. We know that linear problems can be solved in
polynomial time and thus Algorithm 2 has a polynomial
time complexity.

Algorithm 2. Complete Alg. for the MIN-EC-BDT

Input: Kðt0Þ, N ¼ ðV;EÞ, aiðtÞ, T.
/* Kðt0Þ: BDT request set at scheduling period t0;

G: dynamic inter-DC network;
aiðtÞ: time-varying electricity price for data center i;
T: makespan of time slots that need to schedule; */

Output: fkijðtÞ,Cmin.

/* fk
ijðtÞ: optimal dynamic flow on network N ;

’min: the minimum total energy-cost; */
1. ’min  1;

2. fk
ijðtÞ  zero flow;

3. for t 2 T do
4. solve Algorithm 1 using Kðt0Þ, G at time slot t;
5. output zkðtÞ for each request k;
6. end for /* solving the maximum satisfaction rate for each

request k at each time slot t */
7. while exist demand division r s.t. Eqs. (18), (19) do
8. solve BDT-Opt-Underlying using r, G, aiðtÞ;;
9. outputCr, x

k
ijðtÞ;

10. ifCr � ’min then
11. Cmin  CðrÞ;
12. fk

ijðtÞ  xk
ijðtÞ;

13. end if
14. remove this division from feasible solution space of

Demand-Division problem;
15. end while

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed two-stage optimi-
zation method for the MIN-EC-BDT with real-life inter-DC
network and electricity prices.

5.1 Evaluation Settings

To characterize the benefits on energy-cost savings brought
by the spatial and temporal flexibility of inter-DC BDTs,
we perform simulation on a large inter-DC network, which
is composed of 11 geo-distributed data centers with a real-
life network topology [42] as shown in Fig. 3. All the

geo-distributed data centers are operated by a same cloud
service provider. The backbone link between any two adja-
cent data centers is bidirectional, and the bandwidth is dif-
ferent (varies from 1 to 3 Gbps) for each backbone link,
depending on the used network service provider. These data
centers reside in different regional electricity markets, e.g.,
California, Midwest and etc. We use the hourly day-ahead
electricity price ($/MWh) of these geo-distributed data cen-
ters of a period of 48 hours, i.e., from 0am on Jan 31st, 2012 to
0am Feb 2th, 2012 [43], for our simulation. For each data cen-
ter, the unit incoming and outgoing energy consumption eini
and eouti for inter-DC BDTs are uniformly random between
[10, 50] KWh. To match the hourly electricity price data, we
set the scheduling interval (time slot) is one hour for inter-
DC BDTs, i.e., we can transfer 9000 G data on a link with
bandwidth 2.5 Gbps per time slot. The simulation parame-
ters used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

5.2 Comparison Approaches

We comparatively study the following inter-DC BDT sched-
uling methods:

� FAST, this method aims to achieve the fastest inter-
DC BDT transfer by ensuring the maximum amount
of data being transferred in each nearest time slot.
This strategy is adopted in [3], [11].

� FAST_MIN, this method minimizes the energy-cost
while maintains the fastest transfer. The similar
model (maximum concurrent flow and min-cost
multi-commodity flow) is previously used in [4] to
minimize the bandwidth cost for inter-DC video
traffic.

� AVG_Demand, this method evenly distributes the
total BDT demand across all the available time slots
and then looks for the optimal routing and schedul-
ing for each time slot to minimize the energy-cost.

� EXPANSION, this method is discussed in Section 4.1,
which solves the MIN-EBC-BDT by transforming it to
a time-expanded network and solving the large-scale
transformed problem in the time-expanded graph.

� 2Stage_MinEC, the two-stage optimization method
we propose in Section 4.2 to quickly solve the MIN-
EC-BDT.

� 2State_MinE, a variation of our two-stage optimiza-
tion method, which minimizes the energy consump-
tion instead of the energy-cost for inter-DC BDTs.

Fig. 3. The U.S. electricity market [43] and used inter-DC network
topology.

TABLE 1
Summary of Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

N 11 geo-distributed data centers, topology as shown
in Fig. 3.

cij The bandwidth varies from 1 Gbps to 3 Gbps.
aiðtÞ The hourly day-ahead electricity price trace from

0am on Jan 31st, 2012 to 0am Feb 2th, 2012 [35].
eini Uniformly random between [10, 50] KWh.
eouti Uniformly random between [10, 50] KWh.
t0 Scheduling start time from 1 to 24.
Kðt0Þ 3, 5, 10 inter-DC BDT requests.
d The demand is 4500 G, 13500 G, 27000 G.
T The largest deadline is 24.
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5.3 Evaluation Results

5.3.1 Energy-Cost Savings

First, we set the bulk data demand d ¼ 4500 G for each
inter-DC BDT, and let the service provider to schedule 3, 5,
and 10 inter-DC BDTs respectively.1 For each number of
inter-DC BDTs, the deadline T varies from the minimal
value that enables to complete the data demand to the larg-
est deadline 24 used in this evaluation. The scheduling
starts at the beginning of time slot t0 ¼ 1, i.e., 0am to 1am on
Jan 31st. The normalized energy-cost of different methods is
plotted in Fig. 4, by setting the largest energy-cost to 1.

Overall, our method (2Stage_Min_EC) and the EXPAN-
SION method achieve minimum energy-cost in all the
experiments. The two methods are equivalent in essence,
and the only difference between them is that the 2Stage_
Min_EC solves the optimal solution on the original (under-
lying) network, while the EXPANSION solves the solution
on the time-expanded network. It shows a great potential of
our method on energy-cost savings for inter-DC BDTs. The
energy-cost of our method decreases as T increases until to
be converged. It is a desirable property and demonstrates
the necessity and importance of leveraging the temporal
flexibility to schedule inter-DC BDTs. When T increases,
our method has more temporal flexibility to let the inter-DC
BDTs being scheduled at time slots with lower electricity
prices. So the energy-cost of them decreases. However,
when T increases to a certain value, e.g., 5 in Fig. 4a, contin-
ually relax it will not bring a lower value, since no lower
electricity price exists at the increased time slots.

The FAST method has a constant and largest energy-
cost. This is because it always fully utilize nearest time
slots to schedule inter-DC BDTs without using any tempo-
ral flexibility, resulting in unchanged and much higher
energy-cost even T is relaxed. Similarly, the FAST_MIN
method, which searches for optimal solution with mini-
mized energy-cost for each nearest time slot, has a constant
energy-cost, lower than the FAST method, but still higher
than ours. The AVG_Demand and 2Stage_MinE methods
have similar and more variable trends on energy-cost. The
AVG_Demand method simply utilizes all the temporal
flexibility by evenly distributing BDT demands across all
the time slots, no matter electricity price is high or low. So
its energy-cost depends much on the diurnal variation of

electricity prices. Instead of equal division, the 2Stage_-
MinE method tries to solve an optimal demand division
across all the time slots. But it minimizes the energy con-
sumption, not the cost. So its energy-cost is also variable
and depends much on electricity prices. Similar to the
AVG_Demand method, the energy-cost of the 2Stage_MinE
method decreases first (T � 5) and then increases. The rea-
son is that the electricity prices are often lower in the early
morning and then increases.

5.3.2 Computation Time

We also record the computation time (with Matlab 2011 and
CVX solver) for each method to get the solution during all
the experiments. We plot the average computation time
when 5 BDTs and each d ¼ 13500 in Fig. 5 as a representa-
tive result for comparison.

From this figure we can see that the FAST method and
the FAST_MIN method takes the least time to get the solu-
tion, not yet considering the parallel implementation of our
method (P2Stage_MinEBC). The reason is that the two
methods simply fully utilize the nearest time slots to trans-
fer the BDT demand, which needs fewer computation time
to find out the solution and the computation time is inde-
pendent on T (no evident change as T varies). The FAST_-
MIN method is a little slower than the FAST method, as it
still needs some time to find out the solution with mini-
mized energy-cost from the feasible solutions solved by the
FAST method. The AVG_Demand and the two two-stage
optimization methods (2Stage_MinE and 2Stage_MinEC)
have nearly linear computation time with the value of T .

Fig. 4. Normalized energy-cost for all the comparison methods when d ¼ 10; t0 ¼ 1, and the number of BDTs is 3, 5, and 10 separately.

Fig. 5. Average computation time for each method with different
deadlines.

1. Since the scale of the used real-life inter-DC network is limited,
here the largest number of inter-DC BDTs is sufficiently to set 10. More
large-scale evaluation will be explored in Section 5.3.4.
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Though the differences of the three methods on computation
time are small, our method (2Stage_MinEBC) takes lower
time to find out the optimal solution than the AVG_Demand
and 2Stage_MinE methods. Among all the methods, the
EXPANSION method takes the largest computation time
(nearly exponential to T ), since it solves the optimization
problem on the time-expanded network, which is much
larger than the original network.

Although our method (2Stage_MinEC) is slightly slower
than the FAST method, it is faster than other methods and
achieves the largest energy-cost savings. The EXPANSION
method also achieves the same energy-cost savings as our
method, but with a much larger computation time, espe-
cially when T is large. So this experiment shows that our
method can achieve better balance between energy-cost sav-
ings and computation time. Furthermore, the parallel imple-
mentation (P2Stage_MinEC) of our method, which uses T
parallel threads to find out the optimal solution concur-
rently, further significantly reduces the computation time
(even lower than the FAST method).

5.3.3 Robustness on Data Transfer Volume

In the following, we consider different combinations of the
number of inter-DC BDTs 3, 5, and 10, and each inter-DC
BDT demand d ¼ 4500; 13500; 27000 G, to represent the
light, medium and high data transfer volume and evaluate
the robustness of our method on the data transfer volume.

By repeating above experiments with different combina-
tions, similar results can be found to d ¼ 4500 in Section 5.3.1.
The energy-cost of our method is always the lowest. It dem-
onstrates the robustness of our method on data transfer vol-
ume. We also plot the energy-cost reduction ratios compared
with the FAST method in Fig. 6 when T ¼ 24, for each group
of d and the number of inter-DC BDTs. As it shows, the
energy-cost reduction ratio of our method is significantly
higher than that of other methods. The reduction ratio of our
method can reach 32.5 percentwhen the data transfer volume
is in the low level (5 BDTs and d ¼ 4500 G). Even for high
level of the data transfer volume (10 BDTs and d ¼ 27000 G),
our method can also achieve around 19.2 percent reduction
on energy-cost, compared to the FASTmethod.

Fig. 6 also shows a slight trend that the energy-cost sav-
ing achieved by our method decreases as data transfer vol-
ume increases, e.g., for a fixed number of inter-DC BDTs (or
d), the energy-cost reduction ratio decreases as the value of
d (or the number of inter-DC BDTs) increases. The reason is

that the link capacity of the inter-DC network is limited,
larger data transfer volume generally needs more time slots
to transfer the data. Though our method has already given
priority to the time slots with lower electricity prices, the
energy-cost per BDT data increases as data transfer volume
is larger. This is why the energy-cost saving of our method
decreases when data transfer volume is larger, even though
it has already achieved the minimum energy-cost for each
given inter-DC BDT data transfer volume.

5.3.4 Robustness on Scheduling Start Time

In the following, we first fix d and T to 4500 G and 6 respec-
tively, and plot the normalized energy-cost reduction ratio
curves in Fig. 7 when t0 varies from 1 to 24. This figure intui-
tively shows that different scheduling start time t0 has a
great influence on the energy-cost of inter-DC BDTs. Even
for the FAST and FAST_MIN methods, the energy-cost of
them are not constant any more. To validate the energy-cost
saving robustness of our method on different scheduling
start time, we repeat above experiments illustrated in
Figs. 4 and 6 by setting t0 from 1 to 24. For each value of t0,
the energy-cost of our method is still the lowest, which
shows that the benefits of our method on energy-cost sav-
ings is robust on scheduling start time t0. The general trends
of all the methods are similar to the case of t0 ¼ 1, described
before. For comparison with the case of t0 ¼ 1 (free hour
and electricity prices are low), we plot the energy-cost and
corresponding reduction ratio in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively
as t0 ¼ 18 (busy hour and electricity prices are high).

Fig. 6. Energy-cost reduction ratios for all the comparison methods with different number of BDTs when T ¼ 24 and t0 ¼ 1.

Fig. 7. Normalized energy-cost reduction for different scheduling start
time t0.
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Comparing Figs. 4 and 8, we can see the energy-cost of
our method is further reduced (the ratio reaches 48 percent)
when t0 ¼ 18. This means our method gains more benefits
on energy-cost savings when the scheduling start time t0 is
in the busy hour. Such further reduction is also confirmed
by comparing Figs. 6 and 9. Both of them show the energy-
cost reduction ratios when T ¼ 24 for different combina-
tions of demand d and the number of inter-DC BDTs. Fig. 9
also verifies the aforementioned trend of our method on the
data transfer volume. Note for that when t0 ¼ 18, the
energy-cost of the AVG_Demand and 2Stage_MinE meth-
ods show a different variation trend compared with the
case of t0 ¼ 1. The energy-cost of them increases first (just a
few time slots) and then decreases when T varies from 1 to
24. This is also due to the real-life electricity price variations,
as described before (after the busy hour, the electricity price
generally shows a decreasing trend).

We also test all the methods when t0 is in the other time
slots. The results show that the performance of our method
on energy-cost savings is between the free (t0 ¼ 1) and the
busy hour (t0 ¼ 18), but it always achieves the minimum
energy-cost in all the methods. We skip the details due to
the limit of space.

5.3.5 Large-Scale Simulation

Since the scale of real-life inter-DC network is limited to the
actual reality.2 Next, we will evaluate the performance of
our method with large-scale simulations. In this simulation,
we use the random graph based algorithm to generate inter-

DC network topologies with different number of nodes.
Each node (data center) resides in a randomly selected
regional electricity market. If more than one data center
locates in the same electricity market, we use different hubs
to differentiate them. The value of other parameters is set
the same as before.

First, we let the number of data centers varies from 10 to
100. For each inter-DC network, we fix the number of inter-
DC BDTs to half of the number of the nodes, d ¼ 4500,
t0 ¼ 18 (busy hour), and T ¼ 24. Note for that the EXPAN-
SION method is not included in this simulation, since it is
too slow to solve the optimization solution in the large-scale
environments. Fig. 10 illustrates the energy-cost reduction
ratios compared with the FAST method. As it shows, our
method (2Stage_MinEC) achieves the largest energy-cost
reduction ratios in all the cases. The energy-cost reduction

Fig. 8. Normalized energy-cost for all the comparison methods when d ¼ 4500; t0 ¼ 18, and the number of BDTs is 3, 5, and 10 separately.

Fig. 9. Energy-cost reduction ratios for all the comparison methods with different number of BDTs when T ¼ 24 and t0 ¼ 18.

Fig. 10. Normalized cost reduction ratios with different number of nodes.
2. Due to commercial concerns, we failed to find out a larger real-life

inter-DC network.
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ratios of our method are much higher than that of any other
methods. It demonstrates that significant energy-cost sav-
ings of our method can be achieved in the large-scale envi-
ronment too. Furthermore, the energy-cost savings of our
method do not deteriorate as the number of nodes increases.
It is a desirable property, especially when the scale of inter-
DC networks may increase significantly in the future. The
main reason is that for larger scale of inter-DC networks,
more geo-distributed data centers (may with lower electric-
ity prices) can be used to perform the inter-DC BDTs, which
brings more temporal and spatial flexibility to minimize the
energy-cost.

Then, we fix the number of nodes to 50, and vary the num-
ber of inter-DC BDTs to evaluate these methods on different
scales of data transfer volumes. As Fig. 11 shows, the energy-
cost reduction ratio of our method is always larger than that
of any other methods when the number of inter-DC BDTs
varies from 10 to 100. It shows that our method can bring sig-
nificant energy-cost savings over existing BDT methods,
even when the scale of inter-DC BDTs is large. As the num-
ber of inter-DC BDTs increases, the energy-cost reduction
ratios of FAST_MIN method decreases rapidly than other
three methods. When the number of inter-DC BDTs is 100,
only achieves 5 percent cost reduction. Though our method
shows a slight decreasing trend as the number of inter-DC
BDTs increases, it still outperforms other methods on
energy-cost savings. This demonstrates that significant
energy-cost savings of our method can be achieved, even
when the scale of inter-DC BDTs is constantly expanding.

To conclude, above evaluations with real-life inter-DC
network and real-life electricity prices show that our
method brings significant energy-cost savings over existing
methods for inter-DC BDTs. The large-scale simulation
demonstrates that significant energy-cost savings of our
method can be achieved not only in the real limited case
study, but also in the large-scale simulation environment.

6 CONCLUSION

The fast proliferation of cloud computing promotes the
rapid growth of large-scale commercial data centers. Geo-
distributed data centers are often used by major cloud ser-
vice providers to provide customers with better reliability
and quality of service. In such large-scale geo-distributed
data center networks, Inter-DC bulk data transfer becomes

an important and increasing requirement, due to huge
amounts of data (periodic data backup, software distribu-
tion, virtual machines cloning, distributed databases, etc.)
need to be transferred between these data centers. Although
geographic distribution and large delay-tolerance of inter-
DC BDTs have been used by many works to reduce the
operating cost of geo-distributed data centers, there are still
a lot of problems remain unexplored. Motivated by that
existing works for inter-DC bulk data transfers mainly focus
on optimizing the bandwidth cost, we develop an efficient
two-stage optimization method to solve the novel problem
of minimizing the energy-cost for geo-distributed data cen-
ters in the multi-electricity-market environment. For each
BDT, the proposed method first searches for the optimal
demand division along available time slots, and then com-
putes the optimal route and schedule for each time slot
respectively. Extensive evaluations with real-life inter-DC
network and real-life electricity prices show that the pro-
posed two-stage optimization method brings significant
energy-cost savings over existing inter-DC bulk data trans-
fer scheduling methods.

In the future, we plan to integrate the store-and-forward
capability of the intermediate data centers to further mini-
mize the energy-cost for inter-DC BDTs, i.e., the intermedi-
ate data centers are able to temporarily store the bulk data
to be relayed, and forward them at a later time to its down-
stream relay nodes or to the destination. By appropriately
determine when and how much should the bulk data be
stored at the intermediate data centers, more energy-cost
savings could be achieved for inter-DC bulk data transfers.
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